Dear Friend,

Just as this Annual Report went to press in early March, our world as we knew it changed almost overnight. As we are all aware, COVID-19 (coronavirus) is impacting millions of lives, around the world and here in Western North Carolina.

We are sharing the report with you now, as we always do at this time of year, so that you will be encouraged and uplifted by the progress we’ve made together. You’ll find inspiring stories of how people have overcome hardships, and the impact that you’ve had by supporting the work Pisgah Legal Services does to promote access to justice. For the people who turn to Pisgah Legal when no one else can help, justice means safety from domestic violence, stopping an unfair eviction or saving a home from foreclosure, keeping children safe from abuse and accessing affordable health care.

Here are a few highlights of 2019:

• Providing free legal aid and other services to protect the basic rights and improve the lives of 18,858 people from across the region. That’s 2,000 more folks helped than in 2018.

• Expanding to provide comprehensive legal aid to people with low incomes in Mitchell, Yancey and Avery counties. We are opening an office in the Highlands/
Cashiers area in 2020 to serve people in Jackson and Macon counties.

• Enrolling people in Affordable Care Act health insurance in 11 WNC counties.

• Filing free tax returns for low-income folks who qualify for the Earned Income Tax Credit and putting more than $160,000 back in the pockets of working individuals and families.

• Advocating reform of the sexual assault laws in North Carolina and championing stronger statewide policies that increase safe, affordable housing.

• Building organizational structure and management capacity by adding staff and appointing attorney Jackie Kiger as PLS’ first Chief Operations Officer.

• Increasing access to civil legal aid by adding online applications and screening applicants by phone in real time.

Our strength lies in what we do together, for the safety and well-being of our community. Together we will rise and continue to stand for justice and dignity for our neighbors here in Western North Carolina. As always, we thank you for your steadfast support.

The Justice Gap and Need for Free Legal Aid

71%

OF LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS IN THE U.S. EXPERIENCE A CIVIL LEGAL PROBLEM IN A YEAR.

THE RATE IS EVEN HIGHER FOR HOUSEHOLDS WITH SURVIVORS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OR SEXUAL ASSAULT (97%); PARENTS/GUARDIANS OF CHILDREN UNDER AGE 18 (80%); AND PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES (80%).

Pisgah Legal Services: 2019 Results for People in WNC

$24,518,513

Secured in quantifiable benefits for our clients. With a budget of $5.2 million that’s a 4:1 return on investment.

13,837

Positive case outcomes in closed cases

Success Rates for Clients (Cases Closed in 2019 with Pisgah Legal Representation)

97% obtained/enforced protective order against abuser

99% secured or maintained custody of children

97% prevented or delayed eviction

98% obtained legal status for immigrants

86% obtained, preserved or increased Social Security benefits

*According to the 2017 Justice Gap Report, with research by Legal Services Corporation.

William “Bill” Wolcott, III
Board President

James A. Barrett
Executive Director
Stopping Domestic and Sexual Violence

“Olivia” lived in constant fear of her husband. The worst nights were when he came home drunk. She and the children would hide in the bedroom while he raged, breaking dishes and screaming at them. “Eventually I would come out to keep him from attacking the children,” she says. “If I did, he would beat me instead of them.”

One night she came home from work early to find him sexually abusing their daughter. Olivia picked up the only weapon she could find – a frying pan – and fought back. Her husband fled the country, hiding from the authorities for years, but in 2019 he called Olivia, saying he was coming back to kill her and take the children.

Olivia reached out to the police and a local domestic violence shelter, who then connected her with Pisgah Legal Services. Attorney Madeline Offen guided Olivia through obtaining a restraining order, divorcing her husband and securing sole legal custody of the children. Now Olivia is working with Pisgah Legal’s immigration team to gain permanent legal status. “I’m terrified of being deported, of being separated from my children and then being sent to Mexico where he is.”

“I suffered for 14 years of my life. I don’t want anyone else to go through this.”

– “Olivia”
(Name, photo and some details changed to protect client)
“Before I met Thomas, I was wondering what bridge underpass I was going to live under.”

– Stephen, pictured here with his son, Devin

Preventing Homelessness

When Stephen and his wife separated, he became the sole caregiver of his son, Devin, who has special needs. Unable to leave Devin alone at night, Stephen changed jobs, earning less than half his previous salary. He fell behind on his mobile home’s mortgage and lot rental and received an eviction notice.

Scared and alone, Stephen made his way to the courthouse. There he met Pisgah Legal Attorney Thomas Lodwick just outside eviction court. Thomas and Stephen negotiated with the landlord and mortgage company to stop the eviction. Together, they also reached out to community groups that helped Stephen catch up financially.

The father and son remain in their home, and Stephen found a better job working at Devin’s school. Stephen says, “I prayed for a miracle. Sometimes God brings a stranger into your life to help you.”

In 2019, more than 325 people avoided or delayed eviction due to PLS’ program that positions staff and volunteer housing attorneys inside the Buncombe County Courthouse.
When Lisa (right) was diagnosed with cancer, she had no choice but to retire after 29 years of working as a nurse. Together, she and Leah Yetter, a Pisgah Legal health advocate who works with Hot Springs Health Program, secured health insurance for her, her husband and her son, all previously covered through Lisa’s work.

Fortunately, Lisa is now in remission, and she still comes back year after year to renew her family’s ACA health insurance with Leah.

“I see folks with many different needs: lack of health insurance, folks with literacy issues, people who are homeless. It’s critical that we address social determinants of health.”  
– Leah Yetter

Pisgah Legal works in medical-legal partnerships with MAHEC, RHA Health and Hot Springs Health Program to address “social determinants of health,” conditions in the places where people live, learn, work and play that affect a wide range of health risks and outcomes.

These partnerships resolve legal issues that impede health and train providers to screen patients for health-related social needs by identifying and addressing socio-economic problems – such as substandard housing and domestic violence – problems that harm health and can reduce the effectiveness of treatment plans.
Increasing Access to Health Care

Despite attacks on the Affordable Care Act, Pisgah Legal staff and volunteers persist, explaining options in easy-to-understand language and signing local people up for comprehensive, affordable health insurance.

During the seventh annual Open Enrollment Period (Nov. 1- Dec. 15, 2019), we completed 984 appointments to serve 1,500 family members. 79% of appointments ended with enrollment, renewal or post-enrollment assistance, our highest yet.

Consumers with household incomes under 400% of the Federal Poverty Level may qualify for the Advanced Premium Tax Credit (APTC) to help lower their monthly premium costs and make health insurance more affordable. Our consumers qualified for an average of $881/month, making the total saved for a year $9,298,308.

This vital assistance is offered year-round, helping people outside Open Enrollment get and keep health insurance coverage. In 2019, we completed a total of 1,547 appointments, an increase from last year of 29%, to serve 2,325 family members.

Special thanks to the Kate B. Reynolds Charitable Trust for continuing to champion PLS’ health justice work, to the RHI Legacy Foundation for supporting this work in Rutherford County, and to the many dedicated volunteers who are making coverage a reality in our mountain region.

“You took the time to correctly understand our situation, help us correctly answer the questions... You were friendly, patient, efficient and thorough. And we left so relieved!” – Lisa and Kraig
Assisting Immigrants

Abeer was living in the U.S., a refugee from war-ravaged Yemen, when she met and fell in love with Matt. After they married, Matt was sure they would have no problem obtaining Abeer’s citizenship.

They filed the paperwork, paid thousands of dollars in fees and traveled to Greenville, Morrisville and Charlotte. They hired an attorney, contacted public officials, and made countless phone calls to U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. But more than two years later, they still had no answers. Matt says, “They have all these different departments, and no one takes any responsibility. In the meantime, Abeer couldn’t get a job or drive or have a bank account. I was mad.”

They came to Pisgah Legal Services where Immigration Law Advocate Noele Aabye discovered the couple needed to re-submit Abeer’s medical exam. Soon after doing so, they received her green card.

In 2019, generous donors gave more than $80,000 to support PLS’ work with immigrants.

“If it wasn’t for Pisgah Legal Services, I think we would still be checking the mailbox every day.”

– Matt, pictured here with Abeer and their son

Watch a video of their story at pisgahlegal.org/abeerandmatt
Securing More Money for Working Families

Working folks, particularly those with families, may be eligible for tax refunds of hundreds or even thousands of dollars, even if they are not technically required to file due to lower incomes. Through the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), families can receive up to $6,000 per year. The average yearly household income of a Pisgah Legal client is only $13,955, so an EITC can be an incredible benefit for struggling families.

In 2019, Pisgah Legal staff and volunteers filed 165 tax returns for clients that resulted in $160,445 in tax refunds. Of that amount, $68,157 was in EITC. Our free service also saved clients more than $36,000 that would have otherwise been paid to tax preparers.

Creating Permanent Affordable Housing

Pisgah Legal is spearheading a new effort to create permanently affordable housing through a community-based nonprofit called the Asheville-Buncombe Community Land Trust (ABCLT). After more than two years of careful research and planning, ABCLT has hired an executive director, and construction on new housing begins in 2020. Find out more at abclt.org.

Expanding to Meet the Needs in WNC

In 2019, a new Pisgah Legal office opened to serve the people of Avery, Mitchell and Yancey counties thanks to support from the Samuel L. Phillips Family Foundation, the AMY Wellness Foundation and The Fund for Mitchell County. PLS Attorney Olivia Williams (left) is one of the staff attorneys who works in these counties.

In 2020, PLS will open a Highlands/Cashiers office to serve folks in Jackson and Macon counties. This is made possible by a dynamic group of local residents who are raising the necessary funds, along with support from churches and local foundations, including the Highlands Cashiers Health Foundation and affiliates of CFWNC and NCCF.

Thanks to the WNC Bridge Foundation, Pisgah Legal is also expanding the Elder Law program to serve more seniors across the mountain region.
LEGAL AID PROGRAMS
PROVIDED BY PISGAH LEGAL SERVICES

Children’s Law Helps disadvantaged children avoid homelessness, escape abuse and access essential services, such as medical care and education.

Consumer Law Defends consumer rights, addresses fraud and stops predatory lending practices by protecting clients’ limited income and resources from unfair collection.

Health Justice Promotes access to health insurance through the Affordable Care Act (ACA), including understanding options for Medicaid and Medicare.

Elder Law Helps seniors live independently in their homes for as long as possible. Protects seniors from financial or physical abuse or harassment, and assists with end-of-life planning.

Homelessness Prevention Prevents families and individuals from losing their homes to eviction or foreclosure and improves existing housing conditions.

Veterans Law Assists homeless or otherwise vulnerable military veterans by obtaining or maintaining stable housing, securing disability benefits and accessing quality health care and health insurance.

Domestic and Sexual Violence Prevention Helps survivors of domestic violence and/or sexual assault take legal action to escape abuse and rebuild their lives and financial stability.

Medical-Legal Partnerships Helps medical patients address legal issues that impact “social determinants” or issues that impact their health, such as domestic violence, housing, or crushing debt.

Income Security Obtains and protects public benefits for low-income people, including SNAP, SSI/SSDI, Social Security and others.

Justice for All Helps eligible immigrants work legally and secure legal status and addresses other basic poverty needs. Provides legal documents to protect children and assets in case of family separation.

Community Economic Development Increases jobs and affordable housing through legal advocacy and in partnership with other nonprofits, church groups and local governments.

Expunction In conjunction with the Buncombe County Justice Resource Center, helps clear criminal records for minor offenses and remove barriers to employment, housing, education, and benefits.

Mountain Area Volunteer Lawyer (MAVL)/Hotline/Emeritus Attorneys Harnesses the power of volunteer attorneys by providing opportunities to serve Pisgah Legal clients pro bono.
Growing Impact on Mountain Communities

Pisgah Legal Services provides a broad array of free, civil legal services in 11 WNC counties, and offers health and immigration law services in 18 counties.

We have six offices, located in Asheville, Burnsville, Brevard, Hendersonville, Marshall, and Rutherfordton, and we will add another in Highlands/Cashiers in 2020.

**CASES CLOSED IN 2019 (PERCENTAGES BY ISSUE AREA)**

- **Domestic Violence** 35%
- **Child Abuse and Custody**
- **Homelessness Prevention** 25%
- **Subsistence Income, Health Care and Government Benefits** 12%
- **Consumer Rights and Essential Property** 10%
- **End-of-Life Planning for Seniors** 6%
- **Basic Needs for Immigrants** 3%
- **Other** 9%

**INCOME**

$13,955 average household income of Pisgah Legal client

**CHILDREN**

49% of cases, closed and pending, involved children in the household

**AGE**

19% of clients, closed cases, are 60 years of age or older

**GENDER**

76% of clients identified as women, 24% as men, in cases closed

**RACE/ETHNICITY**

70% of clients, cases closed, identified as White

14% Black

14% Latinx

2% Asian, Native American, Mixed Race or identified themselves as Other

**STAFF, VOLUNTEERS & SUPPORTERS**

- 32 Attorneys
- 74 Staff
- 119 Community Volunteers
- 300 Pro Bono Attorney Volunteers
- 1,600+ Financial Supporters

*Includes all members of households in cases closed and pending. Some helped more than once. Includes all family members assisted by ACA health justice work.

18,858

PEOPLE ACROSS THE MOUNTAINS WERE SERVED BY PISGAH LEGAL IN 2019*

*Includes all members of households in cases closed and pending. Some helped more than once. Includes all family members assisted by ACA health justice work.
THE POWER OF PRO BONO
Volunteer Attorney Saves a Family’s Home

When Ruth and Boris found a home for sale by owner, they jumped at their chance at the American Dream. They negotiated to buy the property, made a large down payment, and began making monthly payments to the sellers, never missing one. But two years later, the sellers suddenly increased the price of the house. They demanded Ruth and Boris pay up or get evicted and lose everything. When the couple refused, they were given a 10-day eviction notice.

Ruth and Boris’ world was falling apart. Their daughter was killed while serving in the military, they were in danger of losing their home and had no resources to hire an attorney. Ruth called Pisgah Legal Services who connected her with volunteer attorney Bryant Webster. “I put my life in his hands,” Ruth says. “He was my hope.”

For four years Bryant fought multiple eviction attempts on their behalf, eventually unwinding the illegal transaction and securing a new loan with HomeTrust Bank. Ruth says, “My heart is beating again. I’m not lost. We are safe in his hands. We found the right person.”

“This case will long count as one of the highlights of my legal career.”

– Bryant Webster (far right)
Attorney, Stone & Christy, P.A.,
Volunteer Attorney for PLS
Volunteers for Justice

Up to 9 hours recorded

Steve Agan
Sharon Alexander
Angie Alvarado
Andrew Atherton
Derrick Bailey
Jillian Ballard
Frederick Barbour
Jack Bebber
Nathan Begeley
Matthew Bellisso
William Biggers
Annika Brock
Hannah Camenzind
Eugene Carr, III
Vincent Childress, Jr.
Catherine Claussen
Eva Clement
Ryan Coffield
C. Page Collie
Samuel Craig
Wendy Craig
Elizabeth Cramer
Mae Creadick
John Crotts
Dale Curriden
Walter Daniels
Rebecca Darchuk
Katherine Dare
Jerome Daviddow
Jane Dearwester
Robert Deutsch
Evon Dewandier
Emily Dezio
Gary Dodd
Ellevue Donahue
Erin Dunnuck
Joanne Dykes
James Edmonds
Nicki Applefield Engle
Paul Erickson
Woodard Farmer
Frank Fischer
Katherine Fisher
Johanna Fowler

John Frue
Victor Garlock
Allison Garren
Paul Glaser
Carol Goins
Tikkun Gottschalk
Mike Greer
Paul Groesbeck
Daren Gum
Jackson Hamilton
Larry Hartley
Edward Hay, Jr.
Daniel Herrig
Cynthia Holman
Robin Jacobs
Kim Jardine
Martin Jarraud
Ronald Justice, Jr.
John Kerr
D. Rodney Kight, Jr.
Melody King
Matthew Kitchens
Caroline Knox
Rich Kucharski
Heather Lacey
Scott Lamb
Sheila Lambert
Dennis Lanahan
Beth Lane
Gordon Langer
Brian Lawler
Gene Leicht
Richard Malta
Blake Marcus
Mark Martin
Laura Mahr
Blake Marcus
Betsey Matthews
Carol McCrory
Patrick McCroskey
Diane McDonald
Michael McEnery
Dustin McIntee
Mariah McKinney
Eileen Minick
James Minick
Michelle Morris
Tom Morris

Pro Bono Honor Roll

50 or more hours recorded

Jenna Blackwell
Kim Brown
William Christy
Rob Dimitrijevich
Cynthia Eller
Holly Fairbairn
Alex Gomes
Linda Kane
Robert Kaplan
Gerald Kirksey
John Noor
Julie Northup
Ben Scales
Philip Smith
Cynthia Strom
Allan Tarleton
Vann Vogel
Bryant Webster

Volunteer Attorneys Contributed 3,172 Hours in 2019, a Value of $792,915.

We do our best to keep accurate records. If you have a correction to this list, please contact Katie Russell Miller; katierm@pisgahlegal.org.
“The day I got legal custody of the kids, everyone in the courtroom was smiling and crying. It wouldn’t have happened without Pisgah Legal Services.”

– Amanda, client
The Pitts Family

Three generations of the Pitts family volunteer their time to advance the work of Pisgah Legal Services.

Bob was one of several Buncombe County lawyers who assembled a legal aid startup in 1978 that grew to become Pisgah Legal Services. He has served on the Board of Directors, staffed the Attorney Hotline and continues to take pro bono cases. In 2019, PLS honored Bob with the Roy W. Davis, Jr. Volunteer Lawyer Award.

Becky Pitts became a volunteer at Pisgah Legal in 2010 as part of the first group of health justice volunteers enrolling people in ACA health insurance.

Becky has volunteered faithfully for all seven ACA Open Enrollment periods. Her grandson, fifteen-year-old Cajes, joined Becky in 2019 by putting together ACA information packets.

Bob and Becky’s son, Ben, started volunteering with PLS in 2008 as soon as he received his license to practice law and joined his father’s firm at Pitts, Hay & Hugenschmidt. He takes pro bono bankruptcy cases, staffed the Pro Bono Attorney Hotline for nine years, and currently co-hosts the monthly debt clinic at PLS’ Asheville office.

Thank you to this generous and giving family!

14,241 VOLUNTEER HOURS CONTRIBUTED IN 2019!
After 39 years as a staff attorney for Pisgah Legal Services, Bill Whalen is retiring in 2020.

Bill’s tireless work on behalf of his clients – thousands upon thousands of folks assisted over his long career – has included stopping home foreclosures, fighting off predatory lenders, and advocating for debtors’ rights.

For almost four decades, Bill has shared his wealth of experience and knowledge, providing leadership and training to junior staff, summer law clerks and volunteer attorneys.

Bill initiated and led PLS’ effort to develop the Mountain Area Volunteer Lawyers Program (MAVL) and served on the local Bar’s pro bono committee for 30 years. Countless lives have been changed for the better thanks to Bill’s passionate efforts to stand up for those who need it most. Executive Director Jim Barrett says, “Bill’s contributions to the effectiveness of Pisgah Legal Services may never be matched.” Thank you, Bill!
2019 FINANCIAL REPORT

Grants of $10,000 or More
AMY Wellness Foundation
Anonymous Foundation
Beattie Foundation
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina Foundation
The Chaddick Foundation
Clannad Foundation
Charles M. and Mary D. Grant Foundation
Church of the Good Shepherd
Community Foundation of Henderson County
- Perry N. Rudnick Endowment Fund
The Community Foundation of Western North Carolina
- Cashiers Community Fund
- The Fund for Mitchell County
- Henri Landwirth Family Fund
- Highlands Community Fund
- People In Need Grant
- Transylvania Endowment
- Rutherford County Endowment
- Women for Women
Highlands Cashiers Health Foundation
Hot Springs Health Program, Inc.
James H. Cummings Foundation
Kate B. Reynolds Charitable Trust
Lake Toxaway Charities
Mission Health Community Investment
Mountain Area Health Education Center (MAHEC)
N.C. Bar Foundation
RHA Health Services, Inc.
RHI Legacy Foundation, Inc.
Roach Family Foundation
Samuel L. Phillips Family Foundation
Sisters of Mercy of N.C. Foundation
Walnut Cove Members Association
Wells Fargo Foundation
William Randolph Hearst Foundation
WNC Bridge Foundation
Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation

United Way
United Way of Asheville and Buncombe County
United Way of Henderson County
United Way of Transylvania County

Competitive Federal Sources
Community Development Block Grant
- City of Asheville
Family Violence Prevention and Services
- N.C. Council for Women and Youth Involvement
Home and Community Care Block Grants
U.S. Dept of Health and Human Services
- Legal Aid of N.C.
Victims of Crime Act
- N.C. Governor’s Crime Commission
- Family Justice Center (Buncombe)
- Safelight (Henderson)
Violence Against Women Act
- Mediation Center

Local and State Governments
Buncombe County
City of Asheville
City of Hendersonville
Henderson County
Madison County
Rutherford County
Transylvania County
State of North Carolina

IOLTA
N.C. Interest on Lawyers Trust Accounts

PLS also leveraged $792,915 in pro bono legal services in cases closed in 2019.

Revenue: $5,801,008*
- State 3%
- Federal 23%
- Donations 24%
- United Ways 4%
- Foundations 29%
- IOLTA 9%
- Counties 4%
- Other 4%

Expenses: $5,297,746
- Salaries 66%
- Fringe Benefits 20%
- Space/Equipment 2%
- Office Supplies/Postage 4%
- Telephone 1%
- Training/Travel 1%
- Insurance, Dues, Library 2%
- Contract Fees 2%
- Other 2%

*These numbers are based on information available as of March 10, 2020. A few items, such as depreciation and contributions to the PLS Endowment, are not included. Most excess revenue over expenses in 2019 is restricted for expenses in 2020. Financial information about this organization and a copy of its license are available from the State Solicitation Licensing Branch at 888.830.4989. The license is not an endorsement by the State.
April: Terry and Patricia Call are honored for their outstanding volunteer work at Pisgah Legal’s annual Jazz for Justice Celebration.

May: Asheville Radio Group staffers Cathy Courtenay Smith and Thad Monteiro make volunteer attorney Vann Vogel feel at ease while recording a spot to promote Java for Justice.

July: Local chefs serve up their most delicious dishes at “Our Global Table,” in support of PLS’ immigration work. Special thanks to organizers Suzy Phillips and George Awad.

August: Presenters take a break after this Lunch & Learn event about Community Economic Development efforts and new affordable housing options.

October: Wicked Weed Brewing makes lunch a special occasion with its “Beer & Bites” fundraiser for Pisgah Legal. Thank you for your continued support!

October: Board Member Leslie Heywood (L) and Margo Gongora meet Jose Antonio Vargas, Justice Forum keynote speaker, Pulitzer Prize winner, author and filmmaker.

JUSTICE IS RISING ALL YEAR ROUND
– THANKS TO YOU AND THESE GREAT FOLKS –

Photo by Jesse Kitt
“Beyond our employees and guests, Katie Button Restaurants is passionate about caring for the Asheville community and causes that support community members in times of crisis.

We find that the Pisgah Legal Services’ mission to pursue justice by providing legal assistance and advocacy to help low-income people in Western North Carolina meet their basic needs and improve their lives, is unique, much needed and very close to our hearts. We admire the leadership, dedication and responsibility the PLS staff and volunteers demonstrate, and believe that their work makes WNC a better place for everyone who calls it home.”

– KATIE BUTTON RESTAURANTS
“I’m so thankful for what you and Pisgah Legal Services have done for me. It has changed my life.

I’m not worried about things like food and money as I once was. Now I can help my grandchildren when their parents can’t. Like buying pencils and paper for school.

I can’t tell you how much I appreciate you and the people that made this possible.”

– Emeline

A PISGAH LEGAL CLIENT

Sherry and Zachary Lamb
Polly Lefaivre

Candelaria Lobios
Marjorie Locke
Carl Loftin
Donner Lohnes
Connie Lomax

Long, Parker, Payne, Anderson & McClennan, P.A.

Doris and Ralph Loomis
Dana Fehsenfeld and
Zachary Lopez-Ibanez

Laura and Travis Lowe
Sybil and Thomas Lowry

Amy and Lee Loy

Barbara Lubin
Lucy Anne, Inc.

Lee and John Luebbe
Sherry Lundquist

Dana Lupia

Alexandra Lusak
Nancy Lutes

Inga Lyngholm

Sally Mackert

Gail and Robert MacLean

Susan and William Macy

Beth Maczka
Julia and Dr. William

Madison, Jr.

Melissa Madura Altmann

Charles Mahan
Elizabeth and Scott Mahan

Joan Mahery

Marge Mahoney

Mady Major

Malaprop’s Bookstore/Cafe

Mary Selby and William

Maloney

Diane and William Mance, Jr.

David Marcos

Norman Mandeville

Sarah Tambor and Art

Mandier

Daniel Manget

Lee Anne and Peter

Mangone

Joseph Manley

Rendi and Joseph

Mann-Stadt

Belen Mansour

CheeChee and Wick Many

Teri and Dan March

Jo Marcus

Leah and Blake Marcus

Denise and Mitch Marecki

Anne Maren-Hogan

and Sam Maren

Mars Hill Baptist Church

Margaret and Harrison

Marshall

Morgan Marshall-Clark

and Christopher Manjivar

Anne Conquest

and Lance Martin

Catherine and
Hon. J. Matthew Martin

George Martin

Sheilla and Dennis Martin, Jr.

Sergio Martinez

Susan and Dr. Sanford Marx

Dylan Mason, II

Gayle and George Mast

Marcia and Barry Master

Nancy and John Mathewson

Joan O’Carin and Edmond Mathis

Betsy Flack Matthews

and Chris Matthews

Richard Matthews

Elizabeth and James

Maxwell

Annette Mayfield

Robin and Mallam Maynard

Kathleen and Robert Mays

MAZARS USA-NY

Jeanne Stilson and

Joel Mazelis

Joanna and Andrew Mazotas

Jane and Kenneth McAllister

McAngus, Goudelock &

Courie

Susan and Michael

McCammon

Michael McCauley

Patricia McCauley

Benjamin McCleary

Patricia and Thomas

McClennan

Carol and Hugh McCollum

Cindy and Larry McCord

Becky and John McCormack

Deborah McCoy

Michael McCue

Sandra Bromble and

Anita McCurley

Felix McDaniel

Susan McDaniel

Renee and James

McDermott

Dershe and Larry McDevitt

JoAnn and Arthur McBrath

Barrett McFatter

Shirley McGee

Jeanne and Jim McGinn

Karen Waters and John

McGrain, Jr.

Elizabeth and Jay McKell

Jeffrey McKelvey

Virginia McKinley

Gwen McKinney

Martha and Gordon McKinney

Elizabeth and Patrick

McKinsley

Sandra and Robert McKown

Paul McCarty, Jr.

Ann and Gerald McClellan

Douglas McMillan

Jill and Barry McMillion

Jane and Kerney McNeil

Billie McSeveney

Pamela and Richard

McSevany

Rex McWilliams

Edward Medlock

Brenda and Cuyler Medore

Mary Medvec

Jan and R. Neal Meriwether

Robin Merril

Shirley Tenney and Paul

Merkens

Joanne and Rick Merrill

Lee and Dr. Robert Merrill, Jr.

Bette and Gerald Meyer

Donna and Fred Meyer

Susan and Bruce Michael

Elizabeth and James

Mijanovich

Margaret and Elwood Miles

Richard Miley

Deborah and Stephen Miller

Deborah and Walter Miller

Jerry Miller

Murphy Miller

Nancy Miller

Esther Nevarez and

Ruth Miller

Katie Russell Miller and

Scott Miller

Sharon and James Miller

Bruce Mills

Lois and Alan Mills

Susan Minkler

Hannah Miton

Betty Modaff

Amy Mody

Denise and Doug Montgomery

Marja Warehime

and Mike Mooney

Amy and Paul Moore

Betty Moore

David Moore

David G. Moore

Jan Prentice and Martin

Moore

Sylvia Kark
Jean and Joseph Karpen
Priscilla and Tom Karvonven
Lindsey and Jennifer
Kass-Green
Sharon and Ronald Katz
Margaret Taylor
Catherine Keckley
Fran and Johnny Keeseke
Amy and John Kelso
Geoff Kemish
Gayle Kemp
Rebecca and Barry Kempson
Frances Kennedy
Karin and Arthur Kern
Ken Kern
Caren Kessler
Phyllis and Jesse Key
Jaclyn and Matthew Kiger
Sandra Kiger
B.J. Kilgore
Anne Kimmel
Anne Kinch
Bobby King
Allene and George King
LaDene King
Donna Kinsley
Deb and Alex Kirby
Sandra and Bruce Kirkman
Sarah Kirkpatrick
Penny and Arthur Kiser
Susan and Scott Kitson
Michele and Timothy Klasson
Jane Kniffin
Susan and Bernard Koesters
Phetsone Kompahoum
Stephanie Layton and Alan Kombuhl
Mabelle Perez and
Alexander Krause
Mary Kay and Alex Krakowski
Meredith and Robert Krollman
Nick Kroneke
Nona Walker and
Charles Kropp
Michael Kroat
Richard Kucharski
Eleanor Ashton and
Gary Kukulka
Kimberly Kuperfer
Timothy Kurtz
Meta and Albert Laabs
Diana and Robert LaBeck
Nancy and Joseph Lalley
Marilyn Lalor
Mary Ann LaMantia
Robert Lamb

Robert Lamb
Mary Ann LaMantia
Marilyn Lalor
Dianna and Robert LaBreck
Meta and Albert Laabs
Timothy Kurtz
Kimberly Kupferer
Gary Kukulka
Eleanor Ashton and
Richard Kucharski
Michael Krout
Charles Kropp
Nona Walker and
Charles Kropp
Michael Kroat
Richard Kucharski
Eleanor Ashton and
Gary Kukulka
Kimberly Kuperfer
Timothy Kurtz
Meta and Albert Laabs
Diana and Robert LaBeck
Nancy and Joseph Lalley
Marilyn Lalor
Mary Ann LaMantia
Robert Lamb
Thank you to these businesses for providing generous financial or in-kind support.

2019 CHAMPIONS FOR JUSTICE

Blossoms Creative
Blue Ridge Public Radio
Brain Hooks
Carolina Public Press
The Daniels Group
Deutsch & Gottschalk, P.A.
Eurosport Asheville
HomeTrust Bank
Jay Kerr Law
Joel Adams – Raymond
James Financial Services, Inc.
Katie Button Restaurants
Chelsea Perez
Sally and Bill Pete
Suzanne and James Null
Rita Pisano
Ruby Day Branch
Dixon
O’Brien
Christopher O’Connor
Loretta O’Hanlon
Romella Hart-O’Keefe
and Edward O’Keefe
Laura Ferrier and Brian O’Leary
Donna Oliver
Emma Olson
Gale O’Neal
David Osborn
Anna and Grant Osborne
Karen and Erik Ostergaard
O’Toole
Redpath, P.A.
Senn
Oversmyth
Wendy and Paul Owen
Ann Owens
Carol Carter and George Owensby
OWL Bakery
Paula and Gary Paddock
Oerolady Papak
Oren Palenik
Hannah and Adam Palmer
Helen Palmer
Rebecca Palmer
Susan Sherard and Thomas Panek
Lindsey Potham
Parish of the Holy Communion
Andrew Parker
Bonnie Parker
Shirley and Roger Parkin
Jan Parkinson
Will Pirz
Nancy Pastoff
Joy and Steve Pastucha
Patla, Strand, Robinson & Moore, P.A.
Kate and Thomas Patten
Kay Patterson
Cathy Kramer and Ken Patterson
Emily Ruth Peele
Mary Star and George Peery
Matt Peiken
Judith and William Pendergrass
Lois Penn
Patricia and Bruce Penn
Barbara Pepper
Judith and Richard Pigossi
Martin Antonio Pineda
Philip
Pitts, Hay & Hugenschmidt, P.A.
Rebecca and Robert Pitts
Amy Plankerhon
Marian and Thomas Plaut
Timothy Plaut
Grace and Cecil Pless, Jr.
Knapp
Templeton and Steven Plewer
Grace Poli
Nancy and James Poling
Kathryn and James
Polmanteer
Cathy Pons
Poppo Hand-Crafted Popcorn
Norton
Portwood
Shannon Pospishil
Leslie Winner and Gerald Postema
Ellie Poston
Betsy and James Powell, II
Jennifer Powell
Zenda Adals and Terry Powell
Roberta Powers
Florence and Ralph Presley
Josephine and Eugene Presley
Susan and M. Dean Presson
Priscilla Gartner and Willie Pritchard
Charlotte and James Pritchett
Proctor
Sally Proll
Carol and Charles Pruett
Rusty Pulliam
Laurie and Aaron Pulver
Purl’s Yarn Emporium
Dan Quayle
Barbara and John Quigley
Kathleen Quinlan
Joseph Race
Kathleen and John Radley
Heather McTannany
and Kevin Radley
Catherine and Cal Rains
Joel Rakower
Melinda Ramage
Lynn Cox and John Ramey
Milbrey and Richard Raney
Donald Rankin
Amira and Thomas Ranney
Julie and Matthew Ransom
Robert Ransom
Joe Rapp
Susan and Rash
and Thomas Rash
Anne Rawson
Jo and Mike Ray
Sarah and Jorge Redmond
Page and Randolph
Redpath
Patricia Anderson
and Pamela Reid
Linda and Raymond Reiser
Sandy Feutz and Brian Repass
Carole and Thomas Repici
Ronna and Robert Resnick
Shirley Retzsch
Emily Revalla
Judy and William Rex
Betsy and Sam Rhodes
Patricia and Martin Rhodes
Senta and Andrew Rhodes
Gayle Worthy and Gordon Riall
Caroline Ribelin
Cindy Rice
Judith and Keith Rice
Carolyn Rich
Margaret and Scott Richards
Oliver Richards
Vicki Richards
Robert Richie
Alice and James Richmond
Kathleen and Robert Riddle
Norman Riddle
Florence and Stephen Riedesel
Nina Rimes
Marty Delaney and Kenneth Ringler
Stephen Rinsler
Rise Over Run Wines
Jennifer Rish
Lori and Wilheim Ritter
Sara Rivera
Patricia and Ed Riviere-Seel
Aaron Rizzo
Anne Roberts
Hannah-Maile and John Roberts
Ann and Robert Robinson
Bonnie Rockwood
Jane and Hon. Peter Roda
Kathleen and Wellby Rodberg
Diane and Dan Rogers
Pamela and J. Charles Rogers
Kelly Keibel and Anthony Rolando
Karina and Ronald Rosett
Barbara Rollason
Maria Roloff
Andrea and Peter Rosal
Jacqueline Rosati
Cathy and Bill Rose
Elizabeth Newman
and Adam Rosen
Virginia Rosen
Marlyn and William Rosenberg
2019 PARTNERS FOR JUSTICE

Blossoms Creative
Blue Ridge Public Radio
Brain Hooks
Carolina Public Press
The Daniels Group
Deutsch & Gottschalk, P.A.
Eurosport Asheville
HomeTrust Bank
Jay Kerr Law
Joel Adams – Raymond
James Financial Services, Inc.
Katie Button Restaurants
Leslie and Associates
McGuire, Wood & Bissette Law Firm
Paramount Kia
PNC Bank
Roberts & Stevens, P.A.
Stone & Christy, P.A.
TD Bank
The Van Winkle Law Firm
Ward and Smith, P.A.
Wells Fargo
Wright Creative
Lee Anne Campbell and Catherine and John
Beate and John Short
Kathryn and Raymond Shem
Babbie and Waid Shelton
Peggy Weaver and Edward
Devon and Adam Shealy
Jennifer and K. Dean
Cynthia and Michael
Susie Winters and David
Sengel
Harvey Sexton
Cynthia and Michael
Shannon
Jennifer and K. Dean
Shatley, II
Devon and Adam Shealy
Peggy Weaver and Edward
Sheary
Babbie and Waid Shelton
Kathryn and Raymond Shem
Margaret and Earl Shook, Jr., Beate and John Short
Charles Shorter
Catherine and John
Showalter
Lee Anne Campbell and J. Vincent Shuck
Jacqueline and Richard
Shulman
Linda Vesperny and Glen
Shultz, Jr.
Ariel Shumaker-Hammond
Bonnie Siegel
Robert Siegel
Mary and Albert Siekmann
A. James Siemens
Marian and Bob Sigmon
Traci and Ricky Silver
Pamela and Vernon Silvers
Jacquelyn Simms
Dylano Simsko
Lyndsey Simpson
Kathleen Sinclair
Mary Sinclair
Kara Sither
Carol and Larry Sisson
Sandra and Mel Skiles
Eleanor Powers and
John Skogman
Sky’s The Limit
Jeff Sloman
Sheila Lambert and
Lan Sluder
Margaret Small
Kaoia and Lawrence
Smallwood
Colleen Smeekeks
Alsa and Malbert Smith, III
Carol and Richard Smith
Connie and Art Smith
Eva and Sherwood Smith
Rhona Polonsky and
Geoffrey Smith
Jayne and LeGrand Smith
Jenyllyn Smith
Nancy A. Smith
Nancy S. Smith
Phyllis and Franklin Smith, III
Cheryl Smitherm
Anna Hamrick and
Sam Snead
Elizabeth Snively
Gail and Nelson Sobel
Carol Eubank and
Michael Sobol
Geri Solomon
Linda Solomon
Balsiia Soloven
Sadie and Robert
Sondgerath
Carole Spinahour
Nancy and Bunk Spann
Mary Spears
Linda Smathers and
Samuel Speciale
Todd Speidel
Raymond Spells, Jr.
Betty and Maurice Spencer
Martha and Martin Spencer
William Spencer, Jr.
Michelle and Clint Spiegel
Bonnie and Tom Spradling
Nelli Spratt
St. Eugene Catholic Church
St. James Episcopal Church
St. Mark’s Lutheran Church
St. Matthias’ Episcopal
Church
Ruthie and Dave Stagner
Michele and Kent Stahl
Carol Stangler
Jacob Stanley
O.E. Starnes, Jr.
Autumn Steen
Peter Steenland
Aileen Steinberg
Sophie Steinberg
Stephanie Stenglein
Scott Stepp
Elizabeth and John Sterling
Rachel Sternberg
Cathy Stevens
Kim and Wyatt Stevens
Susan Stevens
Nancy Stevenson
Patsy Stewart
Robin and James Stickney, IV
Tanya Stiers
Susie Stigleman
Jeffrey Stilson
John Stoffels
Nancy Herbert and Ed Stoll
Laura Stolle
Rebecca and Pat Stone
Rosalyn Storer
Ann and Lester Stowe
Straus Attorneys PLLC
Joanne and Paul Strop
Donley Studlar
Tracy Clark and Jeffrey
Sudduth
Gwendolyn Susse
Zephyr Josi Sullivan
and Will Sullivan, II
Carol and William
Summerour
Summit Coffee Asheville, LLC
Megan Sutton
Jenny Mercer and
Robert Sweetser
Symmetry Financial Group
Margery Tabankin
Candace Talbert
Donna and Allan Tarleton
Evelyn Taylor
Linda Taylor
Valerie and Paul Taylor
TD Bank
Teddy, Meekins & Talbert, PLLC
Cynthia and Lawrence
Tedesco
Kim and Henry Teich
Roberta and Chris Terkuile
Katherine Tharp
Mary Tharp
Fran and Douglas Thigpen
Allan Thomas
Marjorie Marsh and Earl
Thompson
Lindsay Thompson
Mary and Robert
Thompson
Michael Thompson
Jan and Bruce Thorsen
Donna and Robert Tobey
Joanna Todd
Margo and Samuel Tolbert
Sandra Tolson
Laura Torres
Town and Mountain Realty
Robin and Tadzio Trotzky
Benjamin Trotter
Beth Graham and William
Trull, Jr.
Phillip Truluck
Rita and Russ Truluck
Steve Truschka
Phyllis and Ames Tryon
Shannon Tuorto
Katrina and Brian Turner
Winslow Tuttle
Robert Uhar
Unitarian Universalist
Congregation of Asheville
Unitarian Universalist
Congregation of the
Swannanoa Valley
Unitarian Universalists of
Transylvania County
United Way of Asheville
and Buncombe County, Inc.
University of North Carolina
at Asheville
Sarah and Joshua Van
Der Puy
Susan and Eric Van Tassel
Pat and Randall Vanderbeek
Natalia Geren Vanderwerf
Jane and Joe Vasca
Sharon Vaughan
Jean and James Veilleux
Jessica Venters
Kimberly Taylor and
Deborah Vingle
Barbara and James Volk
Robert Vose
Katherine Waddington
Teresa and Fletcher Walch
Catherine Walgenbach
Abby and Austin Walker, IV
Carole Walker
Diane and Marvin Walker
H. William Walker, Jr.
James Walker
Kathryn Walker
Susanne and Greg
Walker-Wilson
Roberta Wall
Daniel Walton
Katie Walton
Susan and Richard Walton
Carolyn Sharkey and Milton
Warden
John Warner
Warren Wilson Presbyterian
Church
John Warner
Katie Warner
Norma and Richard Warren
Julie Dews and Robert
Warren
Toni Warren
Karen Ziff and Richard
Wasch
George Washburn
Grace and Donald
Washington
Johnnie Washington
Bee Waterbury
Beth and Mark Watman
Carol and Austin Watson
Judy Watson
Phbebe Watson
Jack Watts
Valerie Watts
Martha and Bruce Weaver
Leigh and Carter Webb
Marlynn Weber
Theresa Weber
Jan and Bryant Webster
Judith and Joseph Weigner
Dana Lychty and James
Weikart
Jon Weisberger
Ruth Weissnauer
Alice Weldon
Eleanor and Irene Westby
Hayley Roper Wells and
Damian Wells
Tamaela Wells
Dennis Westech
West End Bakery
Judith West
Leona and Robert Westgate
Karen Ramshaw and
Pat Whalen
Marge Whipple
Evie Sandlin White
and John White
Pamelle and John White
Kendrick White
Heather and John Whitmore
Lindsay and Zane Whitmer
Brad Whitney
Elaine and Stephen
Wiesenfeld
Patricia and James Wilde
Mary Chaston Wilheit
Adele Williams
A legacy gift can meet your personal, family and financial goals, and help ensure that Pisgah Legal Services continues on for years to come. Legacy gifts include a cash gift to our endowment, a bequest in your will, designation of PLS as a beneficiary of retirement accounts or life insurance, real estate gifts, or a charitable trust or annuity.

In 2019, an anonymous donor issued a $100,000 challenge to raise funds for the endowment. Endowment Chairs Pat and Phil Smith (right) led the campaign, and we are happy to report that the challenge was met and exceeded! We wish to thank each and every person who has made a planned or cash gift to the Pisgah Legal Services Endowment.

More than 400 people gathered for the Jazz for Justice Celebration where the following supporters were recognized with these awards:
**Lyn and Tom Leslie** (top left): The Arnold and Bernice Green Philanthropy Award;
**Patricia and Terry Call**: The Terry Van Duyn Community Volunteer Award;
**Bob Deutsch** (bottom left) The Karl H. Straus Board Member Emeritus Award;
**Bob Pitts**: The Roy W. Davis, Jr. Award.

Thank you all for your leadership, your service to help others and your many generous contributions to Pisgah Legal Services.

Join them and create your own legacy of justice.

---

**MAKE A LASTING GIFT**

LEGACY FOR JUSTICE SOCIETY MEMBERS AND FOUNDING ATTORNEYS

Anonymous (10)
Sharon and Bill Alexander
Cynthia and Jeff Alleman
Mary Frances and C. Walter Allen
Patricia Keever and James Aycoc
James Baley
Carol Cousins and Ervin Ball, Jr.
Susan and Fred Barbour
Sharon Tracey Barrett and James Barrett
Marie Bauer
Steven Baumohl
Kathy Bellizio
Janet Benway
Ruth and Ronald Billings
Jennifer and Travis Boyer
Judith Mattox and Kenneth Brame
Leah Broker
Shelley and Kirk Brown
Jeanne Reno and James Bryson
Joyce and Victor Buchanan
Sandra and Jones* Byrd
Michele and Darren Cady
Barbara Campbell
Christopher Campbell
Patricia and Lucien Capone, III
Ruth and Philip Carson
Gary Cash
Central United Methodist Church of Asheville
Deirdre and William Christy
Eva Clement
Patricia and Charles Clogston
Mary Cody
Jessica and Ryan Coffield
Max Cogburn, Jr.
Steven Cogburn
Carola and Stuart Cohn*
The Community Foundation of Western North Carolina
Elizabeth and Bob Cook
Rebecca Crandall
Carole and Walter Currie
John Curry
Peggy and Richard Daniels
Jenny and David Davis
Madeline and Roy* Davis, Jr.
Maura and Walton Davis, Ill
Darilyn Dealy
Pritchett and Garvin Deters
Carol and Robert Deutsch

We strive to be accurate in listing donor names.

If we have made an error, an omission, or if you would like to change the way your name appears, please contact Ally Wilson at ally@pisgahlegal.org.

---

Brenda and Greg Williams
Cheryl Williams
Deanna Williams
Joan Williams
Laura Williams
Anne Willis
Ally and Lucious Wilson
Betty and John Wilson
Carole and J. Bradley Wilson
Alice Coblenz and Dudley Wilson
Lynne Porter-Wilson and James Wilson
Matthew Wilson
Susan Wilson
Ashley Wiltshire
Kathryn and Roger Winchell
Windsor Boutique Hotel
Wine Sage & Gourmet
Douglas Wingeier
Cindy and John Winkenwerder
Pamela Winkler
William Winkler
Dennis Winner
William Wolcott
Elaine and Robert Wolf
Women’s Civic Club of Asheville
Debora Wood
Karen Frye and Sparrel Wood
Karen and Don Woodard
James Woodruff, III
Lilian and John Woods
Mary Bruce and Stephen Woody
Cheryl Deyton and Monty Wooten
Nancy and Charles Worley
Sheryl and William Wothke
Carol Kurz and Patrick Wright
Sarah Wyard
Cynthia Yancey
Lana Yeager
Cori and Neil Yelverton
Linda and Fredric Yopps
Sandra Yost
Jacci Lea and Alvin Young, Jr.
Margaret and Milton Young
Steven Turkovich
YWCA of Asheville & WNC, Inc.
Allan Zacher
Amanda Hall and Robert Zedl
Rachel Poller and Peter Zimring
Zoe Dental
Allan Zullo
*Deceased

Mary Cody
Jessica and Ryan Coffield
Max Cogburn, Jr.
Steven Cogburn
Carola and Stuart Cohn*
The Community Foundation of Western North Carolina
Elizabeth and Bob Cook
Rebecca Crandall
Carole and Walter Currie
John Curry
Peggy and Richard Daniels
Jenny and David Davis
Madeline and Roy* Davis, Jr.
Maura and Walton Davis, Ill
Darilyn Dealy
Pritchett and Garvin Deters
Carol and Robert Deutsch
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE A POWERFUL COMMITMENT TO THE FUTURE OF PISGAH LEGAL SERVICES AND THE LIVES OF VULNERABLE INDIVIDUALS IN WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA, YOU CAN CREATE A LEGACY AT PISGAH LEGAL SERVICES.

You will not only provide resources for generations to come, but your legacy will be a testament to caring and compassion for your community – today, tomorrow and forever.

Get started on your legacy today by visiting FreeWill.com/PisgahLegal and writing your will for free.

Contact your attorney with questions, or contact PLS if you need a list of local attorneys who specialize in estate planning.
Standing for Justice and Dignity since 1978.

Asheville
62A Charlotte St.
P.O. Box 2276
Asheville, NC 28802
828.253.0406

Brevard
137 N. Broad St.
Brevard, NC 28712

Burnsville
302 W. U.S. Hwy. 19E Bypass
Burnsville, NC 28714

Hendersonville
440 S. Church St.
Hendersonville, NC 28792
828.692.7622

Marshall
32 N. Main St.
Marshall, NC 28753
828.210.3788

Rutherfordton
169 N. Main St.
Rutherfordton, NC 28139
828.247.0297

Toll Free 800.489.6144
www.pisgahlegal.org

Justice is for everyone, not just those who can afford it.

Thank you to The Daniels Group for helping offset printing costs, and to Jared Kay/Amplified Media for the beautiful cover photo.